Magnuson [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 137, 1481-1492] makes claims for Interactive Activation 12 (IA) models and against Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) models of speech perception. 13 Magnuson also presents simulations that claim to show that the TRACE model can simulate 14 phonemic restoration, which was an explanatory target of the cARTWORD ART model. Several qualitatively different kinds of models are 31 attempting to explain and predict data about speech and lan-32 guage processing. The Journal of the Acoustical Society of 33 America (JASA) article of espouses the 34 TRACE model of McClelland and Elman (1986) that is a 35 member of the family of interactive activation models that 36 were introduced by McClelland and Rumelhart (1981) . The 37 conscious ARTWORD, or cARTWORD, model [ Fig. 1(b) ; 38 Grossberg and Kazerounian, 2011] , also published in JASA, 39 contributes to the family of Adaptive Resonance Theory, or 40 ART, models of speech and language processing that was 41 introduced by Grossberg (1978a,b) and has been incremen-42 tally developed in a series of articles over the past 40 years 43 (e.g., Ames and Grossberg, 2008; Boardman et al., 1999; 44 Bradski et al., 1994; Cohen and Grossberg, 1986; Cohen 45 et al., 1995; Grossberg, 1984 Grossberg, , 2003 Grossberg et al., 46 1997; Grossberg and Myers, 2000; 47 Grossberg and Pearson, 2008; Grossberg and Stone, 48 1986a,b; Kazerounian and Grossberg, 2014) . 
, the cognitive working memory uses two layers of cells with activities X and Y. The inputs are denoted by I. When embedded in a larger architecture like cARTWORD, these inputs are derived from item chunks, as in Fig. 1(b) . Adaptive filter weights from the X activities to the Masking Field learn to selectively activate list chunks within the Masking Field. For simplicity, the Masking Field shows a single list chunk that receives one input (for the list "A"), two inputs (for the list "AC"), or three inputs (for the list "ABC") from the cognitive working memory. The larger cell sizes and interaction strengths of the list chunks that categorize longer lists enable the Masking Field to choose the list chunk that currently receives the largest total input, and thus best predicts the sequence that is currently stored in the cognitive working memory. [Reprinted with permission from Kazerounian and Grossberg (2014) .] cARTWORD includes a hierarchy of two cortical processing levels that model different cortical regions. Each level is organized into laminar cortical circuits that share a similar laminar organization, with cells organized into layers 5/6, 4, and 2/3, and with a similar distribution of interlaminar connections. In both levels, deep layers (6 and 4) are responsible for processing and storing inputs via feedback signals between them. Superficial layers (2/3) respond to signals from layer 4 to categorize, or chunk, distributed patterns across these deeper layers into unitized representations. The first level is responsible for processing acoustic features (cell activities F i and E i ) and item chunks (cell activities C ðIÞ i ), whereas the second level is responsible for storing of sequences of acoustic items in an Item-and-Order working memory (activities Y i and X i ), and representing these stored sequences of these items as unitized, context-sensitive list chunks (activities C ðLÞ J ). List chunks are selected in a Masking Field, which is a multiple-scale recurrent on-center off-surround network the self-similar and shunting properties of which enable its list chunks to selectively represent sequences of multiple lengths. Top-down connections exist both within and between levels. Intra-level connections enable item chunks in layer 2/3 of the first level to send top-down attentional matching signals to their distributed features in layer 5/6, and list chunks in layer 2/3 of the second level to send top-down signals to their working memory item chunks in layer 5/6. Both types of signals can modulate, but not fire, their target cells when acting alone. Inter-level top-down signals are the ones that can trigger resonance. They occur from list chunks in layer 2/3 of the second level to a basal ganglia gate (triangle), and from stored item chunks in layer 5/6 of the second level to the features in layer 5/6 of the first level. The basal ganglia gate opens when a list chunk in layer 2/3 of the second level is chosen in response to a sequence of item chunks in level 4 of the cognitive working memory. Once the gate opens, top-down feedback from the cognitive working memory in layer 5/6 of the second level can resonate with active item features in level 5/6 of the first level, thereby triggering a coordinated resonant wave that can propagate through bottom-up and top-down signal exchanges throughout both levels of the cortical hierarchy and give rise to conscious percepts. [Reprinted with permission from Grossberg and Kazerounian (2011).] It should be noted in advance that none of the properties 142 of ART working memories, and of the psychological and 143 neurophysiological data that support them, can be explained 144 by the TRACE mechanism of sequence representation. 145 Indeed, these data contradict the key TRACE hypotheses. 146 Why this is so can explained in Sec. IV after the following 147 summary of key properties of ART working memories and 148 some of the data that support them. 149 nodes, or cell populations, represent list items, and the tempo- 160 ral order in which the items are presented is stored by an ac-161 tivity gradient across the nodes. 162 The classical work of Miller (1956) on the Magical 163 Number Seven showed that a key functional unit in speech 164 and language is abstract, namely, the "chunk," that "the 165 memory span is a fixed number of chunks [and] we can 166 increase the number of bits of information that it contains 167 simply by building larger and larger chunks, each chunk con-168 taining more information than before." Chunks can thus be 169 learned from multiple types of acoustic inputs that vary in 170 size. Item-and-Order models like cARTWORD extend the 171 classical work of Miller (1956) on chunks by defining the 172 functional units that are proposed to exist at successive lev-173 els of the brain's speech and language hierarchy. Instead of 174 levels that process phonemes, letters, and words (e.g., 175 McClelland and Rumelhart, 1981) , Item-and-Order model 176 levels represent distributed features, item chunks, and list 177 chunks (Grossberg, ,b, 1984 ). An item chunk (Fig. 3) What is the longest primacy gradient that can be stored? 300 The classical Magical Number Seven, or immediate memory 301 span, of 7 6 2 items that is found during free recall (Miller, 302 1956 ) estimates the upper bound. FIG. 3. (Color online) A temporal sequence of inputs creates a spatial pattern of activity across item chunks in an Item-and-Order working memory (height of hatched rectangles is proportional to cell activity). Relative activity level codes for item and order. A rehearsal wave allows item activations to compete before the maximally active item elicits an output signal and self-inhibits via feedback inhibition to prevent its perseverative performance. The process then repeats itself. Solid arrows denote excitatory connections. Dashed arrows denote inhibitory connections (adapted from Fig. 9 (a)] curves should be noted: (1) presence of a primacy gradient; that is, greater relative activation corresponds to earlier eventual execution in the sequence during the period prior to the initiation of the movement sequence (period À500-400 ms); (2) contrast enhancement of the primacy gradient to favor the item to be performed (greater proportional representation of the first item) prior to first item performance (period $100-400 ms); (3) inhibition of the chosen item's activity just prior to its performance and preferential relative enhancement of the representation of the next item to be preformed such that it becomes the most active item prior to its execution (period $400 ms to near sequence completion); and (4) possible re-establishment of the gradient just prior to task completion. ( (2008) .] 391 On the other hand, as is often the case, the acoustic inputs 392 might not simply be followed by silence but rather by fur-393 ther acoustic information (e.g., the inputs corresponding to 394 the super-set word or chunk "MYSELF"). In this case, the 395 newly arriving inputs could drastically alter the pattern of 396 421 can be stored as a primacy gradient and thus recalled in their 422 correct temporal order. If a list is longer than the transient 423 memory span, the primacy gradient that is initially stored 424 will evolve into a bowed gradient as more items are stored. 425 In other words, the ability of a working memory to ena-426 ble learning and stable memory of stored sequences implies 427 an upper bound on the length of lists that can be temporarily 428 stored in the correct temporal order. The bowed serial posi-429 tion curves of free recall data could then be understood as 430 the price paid for being able to rapidly learn, and stably 431 remember, language and sequential spatial and motor skills. 432 These results hold when the same amount of attention is 433 paid to each item as it is stored. If attention is not uniform 434 across items, then multi-modal bows can occur, as during 435 von Restorff (1933) effects, also called isolation effects 436 (Hunt and Lamb, 2001) , which occur when an item in a list 437 "stands out like a sore thumb" and is thus more likely to be 438 remembered than other list items. Principle) and conserve total activity (Normalization Rule) 489 was mathematically proved in Grossberg (1973) and 490 reviewed in Grossberg ( , 1980 . Bradski, Carpenter, 491 and Grossberg (1992 Grossberg ( , 1994 ) went on to prove theorems 492 about how Item-and-Order recurrent shunting working mem-504 enabling less active populations to be performed (Fig. 3) , 505 while the network as a whole gradually renormalizes its ac-506 tivity through time. 507 The effects of recurrent inhibition are evident in the data 508 and simulation within Fig. 4 : After the next-to-last item is 509 performed, the population storing the last item is disinhibited 510 and reaches the highest activity through time of any popula-511 tion that stored the list. 512 L. Storing lists with multiple item repetitions: 513 Item-Order-Rank coding 514 In its simplest form, an Item-and-Order working mem-515 ory does not represent the same item in multiple positions, 516 or ranks, of a list. However, humans can easily do this, and 517 there are many examples in cognitive data of sensitivity to 518 list position (e.g., Henson, 1998) , including spoonerisms, 519 wherein phonemes or syllables in similar positions in differ-520 ent words are selectively interchanged; e.g., "hissed my mys-521 tery lesson." It is also known that the activity of some 522 neurons in prefrontal cortex for a given list item is sensitive 523 to the rank of that item within the sequence (e.g. How inputs from the analog number field that is found in the parietal cortex can generate rank-sensitive inputs (see numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4) to a prefrontal Item-and-Order working memory that convert it into an Item-Order-Rank working memory that can store the same item at multiple positions in a list. Each circle in the sensory working memory represents a different item. The numerical hypercolumn for each item has, in this example, four cell populations that can be activated by the parietal numerical map after one, two, three, or four items have been presented. The maximum number 4 was chosen for ease of exposition. In response to a sequence of sensory inputs, an integrator cell population increases its activity proportionally and broadcasts this activity to the entire parietal numerical map. The map responds by shifting its locus of maximal activity to the right as larger numbers of inputs occur [see Grossberg and Repin (2003) for an explanation of how this is proposed to happen]. Each parietal locus projects to a corresponding position in multiple prefrontal numerical hypercolumns. A prefrontal cell can fire only if it receives an item input and a numerical input. Thus in response to a list ABA, the item representation for A will be activated in hypercolumn slots 1 and 3, and the item representation for B will be activated in hypercolumn slot 2. A primacy gradient will develop over these three active item representations. [Reprinted with permission from Grossberg and Pearson (2008 cARTWORD hereby contributes to the rapidly emerg-865 ing paradigm of laminar computing. Laminar computing 866 describes how the cerebral cortex is organized into layered 867 circuits whose specializations can support all forms of 868 higher-order biological intelligence. Indeed, the laminar cir-869 cuits of cerebral cortex seem to realize a revolutionary com-870 putational synthesis of the best properties of feedforward 871 and feedback processing, digital and analog processing, and 872 data-driven bottom-up processing and hypothesis-driven top-873 down processing (Grossberg, 2007 (Grossberg, , 2013 . The fact that var-874 iations of the same canonical laminar cortical circuits, sup-875 ported by data about identified neurons, have been used to 876 simulate challenging data about vision, speech, and cogni-877 tion provides converging evidence that the models that 878 embody these circuits are tapping real brain designs. 879 TRACE cannot make any such claim.
III. ART WORKING MEMORY AND LIST CHUNKING
that have been used to explain other data that cannot, in prin-641 ciple, be explained by TRACE. This review will, in particu"slice" that reduplicates each phonetic item at every time. If 693 1000, or 10 000, time steps have occurred since a phonetic
880
The ART neural models of speech and language are also 881 part of the more comprehensive ART cognitive and neural 882 theory of how the brain autonomously learns to attend, rec-883 ognize, and predict objects and events, and sequences of 884 With this background in mind, it is easy to explain how 1136 ART represents lists of repeated words. This can be accom-1137 plished by a three-level network (Fig. 8) The ART Matching Rule also enables top-down feed-1222 back to generate suprathreshold responses when it is supple-1223 mented by basal ganglia volitional inputs; e.g., Fig. 1(b) . 1224 This allows top-down feedback to activate visual imagery 1225 and internal thought by being converted from a modulatory 1226 to a driving mode. However, if this basal ganglia input 1227 becomes tonically hyperactive, it can create visual or 1228 auditory hallucinations, as can occur during schizophrenia 1229 (Grossberg, 2000) . Such considerations are, however, . This figure summarizes the phoneme activation levels for correctly time-aligned phonemes of the word "luxury," represented as the sequence 'l^kS^ri' in TRACE, when replaced by true silence (0.0 noise, top row), or by full noise (1.0 noise, bottom row). Each curve in the simulation is labeled with its phonemic descriptor. In this simulation, noise and silence have been modified according to . The plots in the first column show replacement of the word initial /l/, second column show replacement of word medial /S/, and the final column show replacements of word final /i/. As can be seen in the top row, despite receiving no input, the /l/, /S/, and /i/ grow steadily through time with /l/ and /i/ becoming activated during the course of the simulation, thereby causing a kind of auditory hallucination. Bottom row: the most active phoneme representations when /l/ and /S/ have been replaced by noise, are /k/ and /g/ rather than the expected /l/ and /S/. In previous simulations, when /l/ is replaced by silence, the first 12 time cycles of acoustic input were removed. In this case, the first 13 time cycles are replaced by silence, thereby removing an additional time cycle during which the acoustic inputs for /^/ had previously been active. Similarly, the silence window for /S/ and /i/ have been extended, such that 14 cycles of acoustic input are replaced by silence in the case of /S/, while 13 cycles are removed in the case of /i/. 1622 inherently temporal. Speech perception is also context-1623 dependent with both past and future contexts determining 1624 conscious speech percepts, as phonemic restoration illustrates. 1625 As such, a biologically plausible model of speech perception 1626 must be able to describe, not only how the brain represents 1627 long-term memory, or LTM, traces of learned temporal 1628 sequences, but also how these representations are temporarily 1629 stored in working memory in response to bottom-up acoustic 1630 inputs arriving in real time, even before sequence learning 1631 occurs. After learning occurs, such a theory needs to show 1632 how learned sequence chunks interact with bottom-up acous-1633 tic inputs as they arrive in real time and activate working 1634 memory. A theory of speech and language perception must 1635 thus explain both what we hear, and when we hear it, let alone 1636 how we learn this information through past experiences. 1637 TRACE sidesteps the issue of how temporal order, and in 1638 particular, temporal sequences, are represented in the brain by 1639 using a "twofold" representation of time. Acoustic inputs are 1640 presented sequentially in what is referred to as "real time," 1641 whereas phoneme and lexical representations use a method of 1642 temporal alignment that requires multiple reduplications of 1643 each representation over many points in time. Each phoneme 1644 representation is copied, so that there is one centered at every 1645 three real-time slices, with each phoneme spanning six real-1646 time slices. The "first" phoneme representation for a given 1647 phoneme would, for example, process inputs spanning from 1648 real-time slices 0 to 6, while the "second" representation for 1649 that phoneme would process temporal inputs from slices 3 to 9, 1650 the "third" from 6 to 12, and so on. These reduplicated pho- is shown over the course of the simulation. Despite the fact that only bottom-up input for the phonemes /l/ and /^/ are present, the final four phonemes that comprise the word "luxury" become active. The four curves are super-imposed over one another, as they become simultaneously active (that is, have activity greater than 0) at approximately time cycle 30, reaching a final activation of approximately 0.1 by time cycle 100. The middle phoneme /k/ remains inhibited due to its proximity to the /^/ phoneme at position 4. This shows the TRACE model hallucinating the final four phonemes of the word "luxury" despite their absence from the acoustic input. It is worth noting that this simulation results from presenting the full inputs for /l/ and /^/, including both ramp-on and ramp-off portions of each, while eliminating all other inputs. The hallucination of the subsequent phonemes becomes worse when the input for /^/ is spliced such that its ramping-off portion is removed as well. In those simulations, the model hallucinates the /k/ phoneme, in addition to the final four phonemes in the word.
when in the corpus of slices only certain activities should be 1760 counted. This would have to be repeated for all lexical units. 
